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INTRODUCTION
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Within the first six months following its release, Fleet Defender quickly won acclaim as one of the most realistic and challenging flight simulators in the entertainment software industry.

Meanwhile, responses have been collected from the first generation of Fleet Defender players. These include information about the more difficult parts of the game to understand, strategies and tactics that have been discovered, and requests for additional information from the players themselves. This strategy guide addresses these player requests and passes along additional information that will add to your enjoyment of Fleet Defender.

Another purpose of this guide is to provide additional and correcting information that is not included in the original game documentation. In entertainment software development, the documentation that is included with the product is usually completed long before the software itself. Game development may continue for weeks or months after the manuals or sent off to the printer. Although most of the game design is finished in time for inclusion in the documentation, there are usually a few things added, deleted, or changed that don't make it into the game manual. Reporting these differences is one of the purposes of this guide.

Finally, the release of Fleet Defender Gold adds six new campaigns and many new missions to the original game. This guide discusses these enhancements, as well.

Before describing the contents of this guide in more detail, let’s discuss the design and implementation of Fleet Defender.


DESIGNING FLEET DEFENDER
The F-14 was selected for MicroProse’s next flight game because a quality detailed simulation of modern carrier aircraft had not yet been achieved. The F-14 plays a unique role in the modern air battlefield, and the design team believed that simulating that role offered many interesting game situations.

Early on in the design process, the Fleet Defender development team decided on several goals. One goal was to strive for a high level of realism. Often in entertainment software, realism is ignored or downgraded in favor of gameplay—as it should be. But the designers felt that selective use of realism would enhance the game.

As part of the drive to provide a balanced combination of realism and entertainment, the designers built a rich mission environment in which the player plays one role while many other characters act out theirs. Although the player’s actions are an important determinant in how individual missions proceed, other encounters may occur simultaneously that also contribute to the mission's outcome. This is known as the big picture. For example, while the player leads an escort team on an air strike in one part of the world, other friendly aircraft might attack another enemy installation. The overall success of the mission may hinge on the player’s group’s performance, but the player of other battles going on around him.

The big picture includes the normal CAP patrols around the carrier, ASW patrols, search and rescue helicopters on standby to pick up downed crews, the Hawkeye performing its AWACS mission, the other ships of the carrier task force, enemy recon aircraft, neutral air forces defending their airspace, and even the occasional civilian passenger aircraft passing by. The inclusion of the Reverse Tactical View makes it possible for the player to jump to the scene of other action in the world. While he carries out his role, he can witness the performances on other parts of the stage.

The player functions as part of a team, in this case the F-14 squadron based on the carrier. While the player’s personal success is the main motivation for play, the success of his squadron is also important and perhaps critical to a successful campaign. To ultimately succeed, the player must occasionally forgo personal satisfaction in favor of team accomplishment. The player enjoys the payoffs of his own promotions and medals, plus those of his squadron. Fleet Defender offers the chance to play on the championship team, as well as the satisfaction of becoming Most Valuable Player.

The team aspect of Fleet Defender is somewhat of a break from the traditional view of solitaire entertainment software, in which the player is the hero. In that view, there is no team. Success or failure depends solely on the player. While the player has the opportunity to be the hero in Fleet Defender and must do very well at a minimum, he must share part of the action and glory with his squadron. At times in the game the player has little to do, because friendly F-14s win the air battles before you can make a significant impact.

To make all this happen, the designers set smaller goals for the game that add to a significant whole. Among these are simulating the role of the F-14, providing a realistic and useful wingman, implementing a sophisticated artificial intelligence, and building campaigns of challenging and interesting missions.

Simulating the F-14
The F-14 Tomcat is a strategic interceptor. Its primary mission is to protect the carrier from air threats, primarily bombers that can carry cruise missiles. To fulfill this mission, the F-14 has a large operational radius and the ability to stay on station far from the carrier, so that incoming aircraft can be intercepted beyond the range of their cruise missiles. The AWG-9 radar system and the Phoenix missile give the F-14 the ability to project its interception capability 50 nautical miles (NM) or more beyond its CAP station. A major goal of Fleet Defender is to show how this strategic air defense of the carrier group works by making you part of it.

The F-14 also supports the air power projected by the carrier into any corner of the world. Another task of the F-14 is to escort air strikes from the carrier against land and naval targets. It can also escort land based attack aircraft when other short-range fighters are not available, as in the case of the F-111 raid against Libya. In addition to its role as a strategic interceptor, the F-14 is a competent fighter. Many of the missions in the Fleet Defender campaigns demonstrate this ability.

The flight model and three-dimensional environment in Fleet Defender are among the most sophisticated to appear in an entertainment product. These advances make flying the F-14 look and feel real. At the same time, an introductory mode was added for beginners so that operating the radar, fighting, and landing the F-14 on a carrier would not prove too daunting.

The AWG-9 radar system makes the F-14 the “Fleet Defender” by giving it the ability to track 24 targets at once and target six with the Phoenix missile. Making the AWG-9 work in the game as it does in the real world is an important addition to the simulation's realism. The beauty of its implementation in the game is that it not only works well, but it enhances the feel and fun of commanding an F-14. The advanced modes of the radar do add some complexity, but veterans gladly accept a little more work in exchange for the new capabilities they gain.

Added complexity that mainly raises frustration is obviously a bad thing, but a little added complexity that greatly enhances options and interest is a good thing.

Wingman and Squadron
Great effort has been made to make your wingman a useful part of your team. Although this somewhat compromises to player's role as hero, it does allow you to control the wingman to a large extent—and the payoffs still reflect back on you. The wingman offers more interesting decisions and options for the player, which are the keys to good games.

Designers recognize that people derive fun from building are participating in something of importance. Allowing the player to direct his wingman helps the player become attached to him individually and eventually to all the members of the aviator's squadron. As the missions of a campaign pass by, the player can watch his squadron build in rank, decorations, kills and accomplishment. Each addition to the glory of the squadron is a payoff to the player.

The Artificial Intelligence
The success of any entertainment software product for solitaire play often hangs on the artificial intelligence (AI) that the player competes against. If the AI offers a poor challenge, then there are few interesting decisions for the player to make and overall satisfaction with the product is low.

The AI in Fleet Defender was given a high priority, and it shows. First, the design team worked on the ability of computer-controlled pilots to dogfight. Soviet strategies and tactics were studied with a help of experienced U.S. military pilots acting as consultants. Based on their diagrams, proper responses were programmed for air-to-air situations. Something like a decision tree was constructed for the AI, but it remains flexible and has the ability to change its response. For example, if you lock onto an aircraft, it makes evasion its priority.

Opposing pilots rarely do something really stupid, which is the mark of a good AI. Aircraft on both sides fly in a variety of realistic formations and use those formations for their intended purpose. There are suggestions of air doctrine for both sides. Soviet pilots have been programmed to behave as real Soviet pilots are taught to respond. In conjunction with the detailed flight model, program-control pilots provide reasonable opposition. They perform maneuvers, use their weapons, and are not sitting ducks.

Flights of two aircraft are made up of a leader and wingman. The wingman will support the leader, but the leader will not support the wingman. This is to prevent a giant circle from being created as aircraft after aircraft attempts to support its partner and no one actively tries to kill someone else.

There is an overall intelligence on both sides in each mission that monitors the action somewhat and allocates forces as needed when it can. This supports the concept of the pig picture. There are simulated air commanders on both sides acting reasonably.

Missions
The campaigns and missions of Fleet Defender were designed with the advice of real pilots. They are intended to simulate the many tasks assigned to the F-14 and to show how the concept of modern fleet defense works. In each mission the player has a critical role but remains part of the team.

Several difficulties had to be overcome to get the missions to work as desired. The big picture had to be consistent among friendly forces, enemy forces, and neutrals. The balance of each mission had to be adjusted so that the player had a key part. Winning could not be impossible or trivial. To some extent, the difficulty of missions changes with the level of difficulty. An easy mission at one level is much more difficult when enemy pilots are rated very high. A certain amount of randomness ensures that the same mission doesn't play the same way repeatedly.

The development team is most proud of the game’s big picture and rich environment. And with good reason—up to 70 objects may move around at any one time and all in a logical manner.


THE OFFICIAL STRATEGY GUIDE
This guide has been prepared for Fleet Defender newcomers and veterans alike. It provides new information and playing tips for both. The bulk of the guide provides descriptions of the missions that make up the 12 campaigns of the game, plus descriptions of the training missions conducted at Oceana. Let’s move ahead with a brief description of this guide and some suggestions for using it.

Description
According to the feedback from Fleet Defender players, the AWG-9 radar system may be difficult to master for many people new to flight simulators. Experience shows there is no reason why this should be so, and veteran players claim the game is more fun and interesting when played with the advanced radar modes. Confusion over the radar is due partly to the fact that the game documentation was finished before the game programming had been completed.

Chapter 2 of this guide is devoted to a further explanation of the radar system. A lot of work went into the radar so that it would complement the realism throughout the game. The realism does add somewhat to the complexity, but the tradeoff is the addition of new tactics, new options, and more interesting decisions. A number of tips have been included that may benefit even experienced players already using the advanced radars.

Chapter 3 is titled Aviators Notes. It covers a range of topics and is intended to suggest new ideas and tactics for play. The material in this chapter supplements the game's documentation; it corrects a few errors, reveals some games secrets, reports some game features added late to the original or included in post-release updates, and generally suggests how to fine-tune your play.

The fourth chapter discusses the Oceana Theater where Fleet Defender training is conducted. The various types of training sorties are described, including list a forces on each side, the situation at the start of the mission, and the placement of forces. This information was not provided in game documentation and is not necessary for play, but you may find it useful, especially after trying the mission first without knowing what to expect. If you are confused about what happened or where somebody came from, reviewing the mission description can help clarify the situation.

Each of the last 12 chapters is devoted to one of the 12 campaigns in Fleet Defender Gold. A campaign is comprised of individual missions that you fly, one after the other, until the mission is complete. You complete a minimum of seven and a maximum of 13 different missions per campaign. Each chapter describes the situation leading to each mission, as well as the possible actions that may occur during the mission. A list of forces involved in on all sides and an illustration showing the start position of various forces are also included in these chapters.

Using the Guide
All F14 players should read through Chapters 2 and 3 to see what new information may be presented. Veteran players who have mastered advanced modes of radar may want to skim Chapter 2 for the few new points of interest it may offer.

The most valuable information in the book is provided in the chapters on the campaign missions. But try a mission first—perhaps a few times—without referring to this guide. Then refer to the mission description to pull back the curtain and see what is going on.

Each of the chapters devoted to campaign missions also includes the campaign mission tree. This tree shows how to flow through the campaign mission by mission. Losing a mission sends you down one path while winning sends you down another.

Note: The missions of each campaign are not always in consecutive order in the text, but in the order developed by MicroProse.

The mission descriptions are particularly helpful when you are frustrated by failing to complete a mission. The list of opponents and their placement may suggest new strategies and tactics for winning the mission. You may discover ways to avoid a particularly dangerous group of enemy fighters and to proceed so you can engage easier or more important targets. For example, you may see a way to close more quickly with bombers for they drop cruise missiles, which are so hard to shoot down.

Reviewing the mission after winning the game can also be fun. This enables you to more closely study what you were up against at your leisure, not just in the mission debriefing. The map shows which forces you tangled with and where other air battles probably occurred simultaneously with yours.

Mission descriptions also point out where any suppresses may appear, such as the dragons in the North Cape Theater.

That completes the introduction to Fleet Defender: The Official Strategy Guide. It is now time to learn how to improve your play and increase your enjoyment of this great game.

